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Greetings from Camp Pagweak !!!  Camp truly is an amazing ministry!! It allows God to touch lives with 

the gospel, some who have never heard it before, and some who keep coming back each year to learn 

more about Jesus. I believe this is our main purpose, but because of that I also see our impact being just 

as significant in the lives of our leaders, our staff, as I watch them grow each summer.  At times I think 

that we see camp ministry as just touching our young camper lives with the good news of our saviour 

Jesus, and don’t fully recognize that by allowing our teens and young adults to be a front row active 

participant in this ministry we are growing them into solid young leaders in their school, our churches and 

our communities.  

 

2023 just like any year had it’s struggles but also had it’s success and high points.   

 

Again this past June we were able to host elementary school groups in June and I believe we will continue 

to do so each and every year in the future.  This allows us to 1) give elementary students a day outdoors 

to celebrate their year together, and 2) expose them to our little piece of paradise and invite them to 

return for a week in the summer (which many do).  If you live in the area between Amherst and Wallace 

along the north shore and have children or grandchildren attending schools there in grades 2-5, I would 

encourage you to speak to their teachers and suggest they consider celebrating their year together with a 

day in June at Camp Pagweak.  Details are available on our camp website or by contacting me at 

director.pagweak@gmail.com. 

 

We were able to host our annual Celebration Sunday in June again this year and we did change it up as 

planned a bit.  We had the first hour of that afternoon available for young people to come and experience 

some of the activities that we offer during the summer and at the same time our staff offered tours of the 

facility and the various changes over the past few years to those that were too old to go rock climbing, or 

shoot arrows, or go biking on our bike course.  It was really neat to see how this new format worked as 

we saw families coming out to check us out before they send us their children later in the summer, and 

others got to see how camp has really changed over the past few years and is offering more activities 

each and every year. 

 

I was concerned about our staff situation this year as the summer approached and even as it began as we 

had a number of staff return but a great number of those staff returning were moving upward in their 

responsibilities and assuming new roles in our ministry and then there were a bunch of staff including 

volunteers who had never worked at camp before.  The adjustment to the new roles, or having to work 16 

hours a week for 5 ½ days each week for most of the summer had me worried about the struggles we 

might face together.  After a few weeks I was pleasantly surprised as God did amazing things in these 

lives and each one that He called to be a part of this ministry stepped up in amazing ways, both big and 

small, and grew immensely as individuals and as a unified team.  What a blessing to be a watch and be a 

part of !!! 

 

Again, we were blessed with your donations/allotments but also grants from both the provincial and 

federal governments, Cumberland County, the Canadian Baptist Women, the Atlantic Baptist Foundation 

and a few generous donations above and beyond from a couple of our supporting churches.    

 

Upgrades to camp this summer included a 9 hole mini-golf course overlooking the beautiful Pugwash 

harbour, replacing the donated pews from Covid times in our outdoor worship center with new pews made 

from pressure treated wood (that should last for years), new soccer nets, and work began on painting our 

Worship Center.  Of course the weather played a role again this year in our camp as hurricane Lee came 

and went and left it’s mark.  We didn’t have much damage to buildings but the damage we did see 



 

 

exposed the need to have a number of cabin roofs redone with metal roofing, and the electrical system in 

the upper field going to the cabins there replaced with an underground system.  Fortunately, our 

insurance policy covered a majority of this for which we are extremely grateful. As well, our new 

“retractable” stairs to the beach were installed, worked great over the summer, then were pulled up and 

laid on the lawn for the winter so that we won’t lose them in the upcoming spring. 

 

Summer camp was again a huge success in my mind as we again hosted around 330 campers over our 7 

weeks of camping, including a short week around the August holiday and a week of day camp.  Each year 

the Lord supplies us with amazing camp pastors who bless the campers and staff with their teaching. 

During our 7 weeks of camp we had 7 campers ask Jesus into their lives as their personal Saviour and we 

had the privilege to baptize 2 individuals during the last week of the summer, one a long time camper and 

the other one of our junior cabin leaders. We also added a new activity to our growing list of opportunities 

for campers to choose from each day, orienteering.  This was made possible as Kevin Nix, a orienteering 

specialist living minutes from camp, came over and trained the staff on how to lead an activity in 

orienteering and then donated the equipment needed, compasses and such, for the entire summer !! 

 

Last year we moved to an online registration system which helped immensely with registrations but it was 

not designed specifically for camps and had it’s issues therefore.  So in 2023 we switched to an online 

system, called Camp Brain, specifically designed for camps and then tailored by us just for Camp 

Pagweak.  It was a great success and almost all registrations were completed online with barely a hiccup. 

This system also will allow us to communicate better with campers as we enter into 2024 and also track 

our registrations year over year. 

 

The board is entering into a long range planning process with our first meeting in January.  I have 

enjoyed thoroughly my time as the director of Camp Pagweak.  It has been a dream of mine to be a camp 

director, and the Lord allowed me to realize that dream for which I am truly blessed. Part of the vision I 

came to the board with 5 years ago, was to develop our programs and our facility to get us to a point 

where we would be ready to consider a full time YEAR ROUND director and so that is what the board 

wishes to examine together now, with the goal being to ask the Lord for His direction now for the next 5-

10 years for our camp and how it is to be run/led.  As you may also know, I am stepping aside.  Five 

years ago I agreed to be your camp director for at least 3 years, and I have been blessed to have that 

role for 5 years but I feel it is the right time for me to step away and allow someone else to have this 

privilege and take our camp to newer and higher levels.  Thank you for your support and prayers over the 

past 5 years, it has been greatly appreciated. 

 

Due to the amount of work that had to be done this past spring as a result of the impact of Hurricane Lee, 

the work on the renovation of the directors house did not receive the attention we had hoped for.  We did 

install a mini-split to heat and cool the upstairs of the house more efficiently and also cut down on our 

energy costs. The kitchen was completed, the floors in the upstairs bedrooms were redone and painting of 

the upstairs is partially completed.  As part of the long range planning process, the next steps of this 

renovation will definitely be considered as part of our new long range plan.  

 

All of this I am extremely confident in saying would not of been possible without the financial support of 

you and your church, but more importantly your prayer support.  Time and time again visitors, be it 

parents, camp pastors, volunteers, etc say to me, Pagweak has this amazing peaceful presence, 

atmosphere, culture, etc that isn’t as clear at other camps they know of.  Why is that the case ?  Because 

of your prayers is my belief.  So please continue to pray for our camp through this year, and especially at 

this time as we are beginning the staff hiring process and have specific needs this year for a Head Cook, 2 

Cook Assistants, and a Junior Male cabin leader and a male volunteer or two.  I imagine most other 

positions will be filled by the staff from last summer who have indicated they can hardly wait to apply and 

get back to camp for another summer of amazing ministry on behalf of their Saviour! 

    
On behalf of Camp Council I want to personally thank each of those individuals who have sponsored kids 

to camp and prayed for them and our staff as well as all of our churches and our associations, 

Cumberland, Northeast Nova and African for their wonderful support this year!      

 

David Throop, Director Camp Pagweak                                 


